
Shopping with Dougy 
Comprehension questions

These worksheets go with my free downloadable book 
“Shopping with Dougy” available in my Teachers Pay 
Teachers Store (it is free to have a TPT account). After 
downloading the book, choose which question format you 
prefer for your students and print. You can place these in  
page protectors for continued use or print one for each 
student (the worksheet with pictures can be printed in black 
& white if needed).  

I have included the following question formats: 
•Circle the correct picture 
•Multiple Choice 
•  Fill in the blank 

Download the book here 
http://bit.ly/shoppingwithdougy



Name:_______________________  Date: __________

Shopping with Dougy

1. Where was Dougy going? 

2. What did Dougy use to help him remember which food to get? 

3.  Where did Dougy put the food while he was shopping? 

4.  Circle two food items that Dougy bought. 

5.  How do you think Dougy felt after he was finished shopping? 

Instructions: Answer the questions below by circling the correct answers. 
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Name:_______________________  Date: __________

Shopping with Dougy

1. Where was Dougy going? 

Instructions: Answer the questions below by circling the letter next to the 
correct answer. 

2. What did Dougy use to help him remember which  food to get? 

3.  Where did Dougy put the food while he was shopping? 

4.  Circle three things that Dougy bought. 

5.  How do you think Dougy felt after he was finished shopping? 

A.    to the movies. 

B.    to the store. 

C.    to the park. 

A.    a calendar

B.    his phone

C.    a list

A.    in a basket

B.    in a bag

C.    in a box

A.    strawberry

B.    chicken nuggets 

C.    pretzels

D.   pancakes

E.    peanuts

F.    jello 

A.    Happy

B.    Sad 
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Name:_______________________  Date: __________

Shopping with Dougy

1. Where was Dougy going? 

Instructions: Write the answers to the questions in the spaces provided. 

2. What did Dougy use to help him remember which food to get? 

3.  Where did Dougy put the food while he was shopping? 

4.  Write two food items that Dougy bought. 

5.  How do you think Dougy felt after he was finished shopping? 
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Visit www.pandaspeechtherapy.com 
for more tips and resources!  Click 
below to follow me on Social Media! Check out my 

best sellers!

Leave feedback to 
earn TPT credits! 

Don’t forget to check out  
the Panda Font Shop! 

THANK  
YOU! 
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